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Making the Most of Therapy

The Role of Therapy in a Good Life

Anne Keep
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What place does therapy currently fill in your life?

• Life is filled with therapy appointments
• We don’t see much impact of therapy outside the therapy 

sessions
• The person receiving therapy is not motivated to take part
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Best practice in 
Therapy

• Goal and role focused
• Person & Family focused
• Embedded in authentic ways
• Consider inclusion as a priority
• Collaborative
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What is the goal?

Jack’s Vision for Life
• To contribute and participate through valued social roles
• To have positive relationships
• To follow an ordinary rhythm of life
• To find a sense of belonging
• To be valued and known in his local community
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Vision drives the goal

Jack’s goal is to start a small business.

Valued Role: business owner

Jack’s Vision for Life
● To contribute and participate through valued social roles
● To have positive relationships
● To follow an ordinary rhythm of life
● To find a sense of belonging
● To be valued and known in his local community
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Jack’s Business Stages

Task Action by Timeframe
1 *Naming the business and designing logo Jack and Bunch 

of Mates
Week 1, (starting 
18/04/16)

◻ Organise a workshop with Jack to find out his interest to help come up with a 
name for the business

Therapist By the end of week 2

◻ Brainstorming some logo ideas using the online service suggested by Jan Therapist
Jack

By the end of week 3

◻ Explore some uniform designs (Jack to design one or search online ideas and 
print out a few designs)

Therapist
Jack

By the end of week 2

2 *Establishing a booking method

◻ Research and provide suggestions for booking method. Options include using a 
diary or online planner such as google doc with Jack’s iPad.

Therapist
Jack
Family

By the end of week 5

◻ Explore the method of client communication (e.g if client needs to reschedule or 
cancel a booking). 

Jack 
Family

By the end of week 5

◻ Provide training outline for Jack to set up and manage booking method Therapy & Family As required
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Person and 
Family-Centred

•Honour the individual, 
their vision and their 
goals
•All aspects of life

•Consider the family unit
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Video
Story example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DbuV4isNLDI (ECIA video) Crop to 4:45
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Authentic

•Embedded in daily routines

•Conducted in natural 
environments
•Utilising natural supports
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Authentic?

Goal: Given manipulatives 
(e.g., object, paper, pencil, 
scissors), Geetha will follow 
a 1-step direction with 80% 
accuracy in 8 out of 10 
opportunities.

Role: client
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Authentic?
Goal: Develop Geetha’s ability to think flexibly

Role: Daughter
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Authentic?

Age-appropriate

Role: eternal child Role: son, brother, 
friend, colleague
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DbuV4isNLDI
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Inclusion in Community

Promote participation and belonging

Role: friend
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Collaboration 
& Therapist 

Redundancy

Individual and Family
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Collaboration

Lisa’s goal is to be able to communicate with others.
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Best practice in 
Therapy

• Goal and role focused
• Person & Family focused
• Embedded in authentic ways
• Consider inclusion as a priority
• Collaborative
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